Plugins

There are various plugins available for site owners within Blogs @ Millersville, all of which add additional functionality to their site.

What is a Plugin?

Plugins are tools to extend the functionality of WordPress. This article contains a list of plugins by category, and links to other plugin repositories. The core of WordPress is designed to be lean, to maximize flexibility and minimize code bloat. Plugins offer custom functions and features so that each user can tailor their site to their specific needs.

- WordPress Codex

How do I manage my site's plugin?

The Plugins Screen enables you to manage your Plugins. Management of Plugins entails activating and deactivating Plugins that are installed.

Related:

- Activate and Deactivate Plugins

Plugins we offer

- **Embedly** — The Embedly plugin allows bloggers to embed videos, images and rich media from 73 sources with just the url. It uses the Embedly API to get the embed code and display it in a post.
- **Future Plugins** — This page will be a list of plugins that we may want to check out for Blogs @ Millersville. Keep checking this page for status updates and changes.
- **Gravity Forms** — Gravity Forms is a complete contact form solution for WordPress. With Gravity Forms you can build complex, interactive contact forms in minutes with no programming experience.
- **Iframe Embedder** — Iframe Embedder lets you embed an iframe into the content of a post/page.
- **WP-reCAPTCHA** — WP-reCAPTCHA is activated system wide and adds an extra level of comment spam prevention by adding a reCAPTCHA field to the site comments form.
- **Youtube with Style** — Youtube with Style lets you insert shortcodes via your post/page screen, and even search for You Tube videos via the You Tube API, so you never have to leave your site to find videos to post.
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